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a ne lie algebras - university of california, berkeley
a ne lie algebras kevin wray january 16, 2008 abstract in these lectures the untwisted a ne lie algebras will be constructed. the reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of semisimple lie algebras, e.g. that he or

infinite-dimensional lie algebras, theta functions and
infinite-dimensional lie algebras, theta functions and modular forms* victor g. kae: mathematics department, mit, cambridge, massachusetts 02139 and dale h. peterson mathematics department, university of michigan, ann arbor, michigan 48109 contents. introduction. notations and conventions. i. affine lie algebras and

notes on lie algebras - pithnell
detm= 1). this lie algebra is a quite fundamental object, that crops up at many places, and thus its representations are interesting in themselves; in addition these results are used quite heavily within the theory of semisim-ple lie algebras. the second chapter brings the structure of the semisimple lie algebras

affine lie algebras and tensor categories - rcitgers
af?ne lie algebras and tensor categories af?ne lie algebras and modules modules let h be a cartan subalgebra of g. for 2h, let l( ) be the irreducible highest weight g-module with the highest

symplectic reflection algebras and affine lie - arxiv
arxiv:1011.4584v4 [math.rt] 8 feb 2012 symplectic reflection algebras and affine lie algebras pavel etingof 1. introduction the goal of this paper is to present some results and (more impor-

the centroid of extended affine and root graded lie
arxiv:math/0502561v1 [math.rt] 26 feb 2005 the centroid of extended affine and root graded lie algebras georgia benkarta,1 and erhard neherb,2,? adepartment of mathematics, university of wisconsin, madison, wi 53706- 1388 usa bdepartment of mathematics and statistics, university of ottawa, ottawa, on- tario, k1n 6n5, canada

lie algebras of finite and affine type - assets
978-0-521-85138-1 - lie algebras of finite and affine type r. w. carter frontmatter more information in view of these applications it seems clear that the theory of lie algebras, of both
finite and affine types, will continue to occupy a central position in mathematics into the twenty-first century. this expectation provides the

**graded lie algebras, supersymmetry, and applications**

of lie superalgebras nd less application in physics and so are outside the scope of this paper. as before, particular attention shall be paid to the non-simple superalgebra \( u(n=m) \). the representation theory of graded lie algebras 3.1 over lie algebras a very important topic in the representation theory of lie algebras is

**affine lie algebras and affine root systems - uva**

affine lie algebras and affine root systems a killing-cartan type classification of affine lie algebras, reduced irreducible affine root systems and affine cartan matrices jan s. nauta msc thesis under supervision of dr. j.v. stokman universiteit van amsterdam
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